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Abstract: Document clustering is an unsupervised approach in which a large collection of documents (corpus) is subdivided 
into smaller, meaningful, identifiable, and verifiable sub-groups (clusters). Meaningful representation of documents and 
implicitly identifying the patterns, on which this separation is performed, is the challenging part of document clustering. We 
have proposed a document clustering technique using graph based document representation with constraints. A graph data 
structure can easily capture the non-linear relationships of nodes, document contains various feature terms that can be non-
linearly connected hence a graph can easily represents this information. Constrains, are explicit conditions for document 
clustering where background knowledge is use to set the direction for Linking or Not-Linking a set of documents for a target 
clusters, thus guiding the clustering process. We deemed clustering is an ill-define problem, there can be many clustering 
results. Background knowledge can be used to drive the clustering algorithm in the right direction. We have proposed three 
different types of constraints, Instance level, corpus level and cluster level constraints. A new algorithm ConstrainedHAC is 
also proposed which will incorporate Instance level constraints as prior knowledge; it will guide the clustering process 
leading to better results. Extensive set of experiments have been performed on both synthetic and standard document 
clustering datasets, results are compared with recently proposed methods on standard clustering measures like: purity, 
entropy and F-measure. Results clearly establish that our proposed approach leads to improvement in cluster quality. 
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1. Introduction 
Document clustering is an unsupervised approach in 
which a large collection of documents (corpus) is 
partitioned into smaller and meaningful sub-groups 
(clusters), concurrently achieving high intra-similarity 
and low inter-similarity. There are many applications of 
document clustering in field of information, science, 
library and business, but the most prominent 
application where clustering is used is summarized 
below: 
Organizing Large document collection: When we query 
on any search engines, we are displayed hundreds of 
pages, in which some pages are related to our query and 
some are not. They are not categorized, making it 
difficult to identify relevant information. In this 
situation clustering mechanism can be used to 
automatically group the retrieved documents in 
response to our query into a list of meaningful 
categories, there is one open source software search 
engine, Carrot2 [1] which do the same. It returns 
document list divided into different categories, and user 
can select the relevant category for information 
retrieval. 
For example 
If we search “Java”, Carrot2 categorize the results of a 
search into groups like “Java developer”, “Java 
Programming," and "Java download" etc. 
Clustering is believed to be an indefinite problem, as it 
can lead to many clustering results. Below example 
explains this more precisely. Suppose there is a 
document corpus of 4 documents Doc = {D1, D2, D3, 
D4}, after doing document clustering following 
different cluster arrangements could be produced: 
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Restriction on number of documents assigned to 
each cluster. 
 Existence of sub-graph in clustered documents: 
Documents sharing same sub-graph should be clustered 
together. Same sub-graph shows that any two 
documents share same information about the topic. 
The major contribution of our work is the idea of 
integrating prior knowledge in form of constraints, and 
for this we have developed an effective and efficient 
ConstrainedHAC algorithm, modification to the 
existing traditional HAC algorithm, which will now 
deal with constraints. Experimental results are 
evaluated on both, benchmark real-world datasets and 
synthetic data sets that illustrate the performance of our 
proposed semi-supervised approach, ConstrainedHAC 
algorithm and its comparison with traditional HAC 
algorithm. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
reviews the related work. In section 3, we describe our 
proposed approach. Section 4 presents our experiments. 
Section 5 discusses the results, Finally, Section 6 
summarizes our work and Section 8 elaborates our 
future research work. 
 
2. Literature Review 
Different approaches have been adopted for document 
clustering, focusing on how to represent the document 
and improve the clustering result. Semi-supervised 
learning based approaches are also proved to be very 
effective that suggests intervention of constraints for 
guiding clustering process. We have divided the related 
work in two main broad categories i.e. document 
representation and constrained clustering. In this 
section, we briefly summarize the work in these areas. 
 
2.1 Document Representation 
Document clustering method generally comprises of 
three steps, (i) Document representation, (ii) similarity 
measure and (iii) actual clustering algorithm. 
Representations of document signify that finding a 
document model, a set of features that can be used to 
represent a document.  
The most common used model of document 
representation is the Vector space model (VSM) 
referred as bag of words, in which the document is 
converted into a vector of words having no relationship 
between words. To cater the relationship of words 
Document can also be represented as Concept vector 
[3]. In this model document is regarded as “Bag of 
concept” (BOC) each concept having weight. In this 
Wikipedia is utilized for mapping document terms to 
concepts in Wikipedia. Semantic connection among 
concepts is incorporated in “document similarity 
measure”. Some research work used graph to provide 
meaningful document representation [4], [5], [2] 
capturing the word relationship. In [4], document 
graph representation technique GDCLUST is 
proposed which converts the whole document into 
document graph. GDClust is different from other 
existing clustering techniques because it is able to 
assign documents in the same cluster even if they do 
not contain common keywords, but still have same 
sense, as it looks at the origin of the keyword in 
document graph.  Document is converted to its 
document graph using document graph construction 
algorithm which utilizes BOW toolkit and WordNet 
2.1 taxonomy. The Topic Map model [6] is one of 
those models which capture semantic content of the 
document. Topic map data structure is very similar to 
concept graph; it does not only represent the topics 
present in the document but also captures the 
occurrence and association between documents. They 
have proposed a similarity Measure to check the 
relatedness between pair of documents, which 
calculates the no of common topic, common topic tags 
and tag value between documents. Hierarchical 
agglomerative clustering is used to perform the 
clustering. 
Recently few techniques were suggested which focus 
on the natural language relationship between words. 
Wang, et al. [2] technique is one of those approaches. 
They have provided a graph based document 
representation in which documents are represented as 
dependency graph. Nodes are characterized as words 
(which can be seen as Meta-description of document) 
and edges represent the relationship between pair of 
words. In DG model document A and document B 
corresponds in any to the same dependency graph 
indicating that they are semantically equal with each 
other. As it captures the semantic content of document 
providing a meaningful representation, we have used 
this model for document representation. The similarity 
measure is the basic component of any technique. The 
authors have suggested a similarity measure in which 
pair wise similarity of documents is computed based 
on their corresponding dependency graphs; we have 
also used the same measure to compute the similarity. 
Moreover Theodosiou, et al. [5] also proposed a 
document clustering technique for biomedical dataset. 
This retrieves relevant information from biomedical 
repository. This novel approach represent document as 
vector of weighted words also known as VSM (vector 
space model). It also retrieves its relevant documents 
from PubMed.  The novelty lies in the idea of 
representing the relationship between the documents 
with association graph, where each vertex represent a 
document and edges represent document relatedness 
based on the related document information from 
PubMed. Documents are clustered using Markov 
clustering algorithm (MCL), an unsupervised clustering 
algorithm for graph. 
The third major step is the right choice of clustering 
algorithm. The most commonly used algorithm is 
agglomerative and hierarchical clustering algorithm. K-
means is another popular clustering algorithm that has 
been used in a variety of application domains. We have 
also used group average hierarchical clustering 
algorithm and modified it to produce new 
constrainedHAC algorithm to deal with constraints. 
 
2.2 Constrained Clustering 
Lately few researchers have made an effort in the area 
of semi supervised learning approaches, which showed 
effective results. Prior knowledge in form of constraints 
proved to produce better clustering results as compared 
to traditional un-supervised clustering. Constraints are a 
common way to add background knowledge to the 
clustering algorithm, advising that which data points 
(documents) should be clustered together or not. 
Constrained clustering mostly use instance level 
constraints such as “must-link” and “cannot-link” to 
guide the unsupervised clustering [7], [8], [9], [10]. K. 
Reddy and Anand [11] proposed an algorithm to 
systematically add instance-level constraints, which 
enforce constraints on data points, to graph based 
clustering algorithm CHAMELEON. Proposed 
algorithm, Constrained CHAMELEON (CC), embed 
constraint in first phase of algorithm. Constraints (must 
link (ML) and cannot link (CL)) were added before 
graph partitioning. They selected the best results 
obtained by chameleon algorithm and showed that 
these results can be improved by adding constraints. 
Constraints are not limited to 1D clustering but efforts 
have been made in coclustering also where both 
document and word relationship are studied at the same 
time compared to traditional clustering which focus on 
only document relationship. Methods have been 
proposed for extending coclustering to semi-supervised 
coclustering by incorporating both supervised and 
unsupervised word and document constraints [7]. 
Supervised constraints includes human annotated 
categories, whereas unsupervised constraints include 
automatically constructed document constraints based 
on the overlapping named entities by an NE extractor. 
If there were some overlapping NEs in two, then a 
must-link can be created between those two 
documents. Song, et al in [7] have discussed the 
overall effectiveness of both types of constraints and 
evaluated the results. 
Traditional pairwise constraints obtained from human 
experts may conflict with each other and they are not 
always correct, techniques are suggested how to 
remove noise from those pairwise constraints. A new 
concept of Elite pairwise constraints is proposed by 
Jiang, et al. in [9]. In this authors have taken a step by 
introducing such constraints which will not conflict 
with each other and will guide the clustering process 
in the right direction. They have also discussed that it 
is NP-hard to acquire Elite pairwise constraints but 
used Limit crossing heuristic algorithm to extract 
some part of these constraints. 
On which level constraints should be incorporated, 
where these constraint will produce better and 
effective results, is a big question. In [11], K. Reddy et 
al. embedded constraints into the clustering algorithm 
CHAMELEON through learning a new distance (or 
dissimilarity) function, while authors in [8] authors 
have discouraged this technique giving reason that as 
clustering is the task of dividing the collection into 
meaningful clusters, so pairwise constraints should be 
employed during the clustering process rather than 
modelling the similarity matrix with these constraints 
and then perform clustering and for the same we have 
also incorporated constraints during clustering process 
by modifying the existing HAC algorithm. 
3. Proposed Approach (DGBC)  
The proposed approach for document clustering is 
named as “Document clustering using a graph based 
document representation with constraints”. (DGBC)”  
 
3.1 Graph based document Representation. 
We have represented document as a document graph. 
Graph data structures can easily captures the non-
linear relationships of nodes, the documents contains 
various feature terms that can be non-linearly 
connected hence a graph can easily represent this 
information. 
Document is represented as dependency graph 
approach presented by Wang, et al. [2]. Document 
dependency graph G is denoted as G = (V,E) where V 
= {v1, v2, ..., vn} is the set of vertices in the graph, 
each vertex vi represent word wi of document and E = 
{e1
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Synthetic datasets 
For the purpose of conducting experiments after 
incorporating constraints and evaluation of result we 
have created a dataset which contains news document. 
News documents are related to different Microsoft 
products. 
 
We have selected subset of these datasets for evaluation 
of results. 
 
Table 2: Experimental Datasets 
Data Sets Data Source No. of Doc 
D1 NEWS20 100 
D2 NEWS20 200 
D3 NEWS20 400 
D4 Reuters 100 
D5 Reuters 200 
D6 Reuters 400 
D7 OHSUMED 100 
D8 OHSUMED 200 
D9 OHSUMED 400 
D20 Synthetic  Dataset 100 
3.2 Background knowledge as Constraints 
After reading documents from both standard and 
synthetic datasets, Pair-wise constraints Must-link 
(ML) and cannot-link (CL) are manually identified. All 
constraints are provided by human and we have utilized 
these in our algorithm to conduct experiments. 
 
3.3 Evaluation Measures   
Effectiveness of cluster quality can be measured using 
different evaluation measures; we validate the 
effectiveness of our proposed approach by using 
standard cluster quality measures like F-Measure, 
Purity and Entropy.  
 
3.3.1 F-Measure  
The F-measure tries to capture how well the groups of 
the investigated partition at the best match the desired 
set of classes  
Consider the resulting cluster as j and the desired set of 
documents as class i. F-measure used both recall and 
precision for calculation. Recall and precision of cluster 
j with respect to class i is calculated as follows: 
j
ij
c
c
jiprec ),(
 
i
ij
n
c
jirec ),(
 
Then F-measure of cluster j and class i is defined as 
follows: 
),(),(
),(),(*2
jirecalljiprec
jiprecjirecallFij 

 
F measure of overall clustering can be calculated as: 
)max( ijFi n
inF 
 
 
Where n denotes the number of documents in a dataset 
and ni represents the number of document in cluster i. 
F-score value will be between 0 and 1, and larger 
value of f-score indicated higher clustering quality. 
3.3.2 Purity 
Purity is an external evaluation criterion for clustering. 
Each cluster is assigned to the class which is most 
frequent in the cluster. Formally purity of cluster j is 
defined as: 
)max(1)( ijc
ijc
jpurity   
 
Purity of entire clustering is the weighted sum of the 
individual clustering purities. It can be computed as: 
)( jpurity
N
c
purity
j
ij
 
3.3.3 Entropy 
Entropy measures how the various semantic classes 
are distributed within each cluster. Each cluster j 
should be homogeneous, that is, the class distribution 
within each cluster should tend to a single class, which 
is zero entropy, and smallest possible value for 
entropy. 
Smaller entropy values indicate better clustering 
quality; signifying less disorder in a clustering, 
It can be computed as: 

i
ijijj ppE log
 
The total entropy is calculated as the sum of the 
entropies of each cluster weighted by the size of each 
cluster: 
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cannot link, which specified that which two data 
instances can belong to same cluster and which of them 
cannot go together in the same clusters. Through our 
experimental results and evaluation we have proved 
that addition of instance level constraints improved the 
quality of clusters produced. 
Our experimental results, the values of purity, Entropy 
and F-score clearly showed that addition of ML and CL 
constraints in HAC algorithm have significant effect on 
clustering result and it has greatly improved the overall 
dendogram formed. 
To investigate the effect of number of constraints on 
clustering performance we varied the number of pair 
wise constraints by randomly selecting the constraints 
from the set of human annotated constraints. From the 
values of purity and entropy we can state that the 
number of instance level constraints have a significant 
impact on the clustering performance. As the number of 
document increases, and more the constraints were 
added, the better the clustering results were achieved.  
The variation of number of documents and number of 
constraints also proved that our proposed 
ConstrainedHAC algorithm is Scalable, which means 
that value of purity increase with the increment in 
number of documents and number of constraints. The 
F-measure for dataset D4, which is a subset of Reuters 
shows that when small numbers of documents with less 
number of constraints is used, the result is similar to the 
non-constrained version. This all shows that our 
proposed approach (DGBC) has given effective 
improvement in all test cases and outperformed the 
non-constrained document clustering. 
 
7. Future Work 
We have presented an approach to incorporate 
background knowledge in form of constraint by 
modifying the existing hierarchical agglomerative 
clustering algorithm and through experiments we have 
shown significant improvements. 
There are several directions of future work, which 
includes making use of the other two types of 
constraints, which are cluster level constraints and 
corpus level constraints. We intend to extend this 
algorithm to include these types of constraint as well.  
Cluster level constraints refer to size constraint, where 
we can restrict the number of documents contained in 
each cluster. This type of constraint can also be 
incorporated in our proposed ConstrainedHAC 
algorithm, which will have prior knowledge about the 
size of constraint and it will be utilized by the Merging 
function of ConstraintedHAC algorithm. Second type 
of constraint is the corpus level constraints; it 
indicates supervisory information about the datasets, 
containing data instances sharing the same 
information. Algorithm can be modified in a way to 
deal with subgraphs. If the two documents share the 
common subgraph than they will belong to same 
cluster imposing on them a courpus level constraints 
because the common subgraph shows that both 
documents share the same information and they 
belong to the same dataset. This type of constraint will 
be of great help as background knowledge; and it will 
lead to produce better, meaningful and user desired 
clustering arrangements. 
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